The role of inducible gene rer of Escherichia coli K-12 in DNA repair and mutagenesis.
Further characterization of a UV- and gamma-ray-sensitive mutant of Escherichia coli K-12 mutated in gene rer revealed that, as a result of this mutation: (1) neither bacterial capacity to excise thymine dimers from its DNA nor capacity to reactivate UV-irradiated phage lambda (Hcr+) was affected; (2) sensitivity to EMS and MC was increased; (3) WR of phage lambda was poor, whereas pre-irradiation growth of the mutant in MM only marginally restored WR; (4) the yield of UV-induced mutations was normal on MM, whereas on RM a decline below the spontaneous level was observed; and (5) induction of prophage by UV was not affected. The medium effect on UV sensitivity was largely post-irradiation. The rer recA double mutant was as UV sensitive as recA alone, and the media-dependent UV sensitivity exhibited by the rer strain disappeared in the double mutant. We provide further evidence to strengthen the earlier suggestion that rer might be involved in the control of replication of damaged DNA rather than participating directly in repair. It is further proposed that the rer+ gene is inducible and has a role in post-replication repair.